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Abstract
In a previous issue of this Journal, Fabio Gironi cdticizes the field of science and religion from his perspective as a religious studies scholar. Our reaction to his paper is
mixed. Though we share many of Gironi's concerns, we do not believe that his cdticisms count for much against religion-and-science scholarship perse, and we therefore
attempt to nuance and redirect those cdticisms in what follows.
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Much has been written in recent years touting tbe emergence of a new field
devoted to exploring relationsbips between "religion" and "science" (Clayton
2006:1-2). In a previous issue of this Journal, Fabio Gironi (2010) criticizes tbe
field of science and religion from his perspective as a religious-studies scholar.
Our reaction to his paper is mixed. Though we share many of Gironi's concerns, we do not believe that his criticisms count for much against religionand-science scholarship per se, and we therefore attempt to nuance and
redirect tbose criticisms in what follows. We begin with a summary of Gironi's
criticisms.
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I

Gironi's Critique

The gist of Gironi's key complaint is easily stated: religion-and-science scholars
employ their basic concepts in an uncritical manner, with the consequence
that their work is deeply marred by etbnocentric biases. This bias shows up
already in the name of their field: the terms religion and science, far from naming universals of any kind, are in fact arbitrarily drawn categories that have
emerged over the course of a complicated fraction of world history (Gironi
2010: 38). Even in the Western context, his complaint continues, no generally accepted definitions exist that are capable of collecting all and only "religious" things under religion. And the category science fares no better. Despite
the problematic nature of these two categories, Gironi says most work in the
field presupposes that they are neatly definable and easily relatable (2010:38).
To bis mind, the fact that they are not might just signal a problem of fieldwrecking severity.
Gironi argues that uncritical use of these categories by religion-and-science
scholars infects their field with ethnocentric bias. Far too many religion-andscience scholars, Gironi says, construe religion-in-general so that it looks like
Christianity: their writings often presume Protestant understandings of texts,
ethics, the natural world, the holy, human nature, and so forth (2010: 46). In
all of this, Gironi (2010:64) complains, religion-and-science scholars ignore—
or are ignorant of—the literature that has long since revealed these difficulties. Tbe unsophisticated use oí religion and science as cultural universals, says
Gironi, results in a continuation of Western imperialism under the guise of
rationality.
An instance of this tendency to ethnocentrism can be found in what Gironi
(2010: 56) thinks is a proclivity that religion-and-science scholars sbow for
"soteriological rhetoric." War, disease, and environmental disaster threaten us
afl—so the rhetoric begins—but they need not, and perhaps would no longer
if we could but transcend tbe partisan perspectives that block our collaboration and incite us against eacb otber. We tberefore require a Wise Counselor—
the rhetoric continues—who, by bolding tbe important perspectives (i.e.,
"religion" and "science") in one embrace, enligbtens us and tbereby empowers
us to save our world! Besides finding amusing the very thought that religionand-science scholars are uniquely qualified to fulfill such an outrageous mandate, Gironi sees that it is covered in untranscended partisanship. After all,
the rhetoric seems motivated by sometbing like tbe idea that real selves might
participate in the world's redemption through apprehension of the universal
Logos—a recognizably Liberal Protestant aspiration (2010:58).
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Because tbe field of religion and science exbibits sucb conceptual problems
at its core, Gironi is pessimistic about its fiiture:
Until tbe specificity of tbese two elements [science and religion]—and
of tbe very desire to interface tbem—is recognized as exemplarily a
western ideological production... tbe "science and religion" field will be
marked as an essentially parocbial enterprise. Wbetber or not (and bow)
tbis aspect can be removed without at the same time erasing tbe field
itself is a question tbat will be only answered after sucb a necessary, and
long overdue, self-analysis. (2010:65)

II

Response to Gironi

Having completed our explication of Gironi's paper, we are now ready to assess
bis arguments. We argue tbat be misapplies tbe lessons from tbe field of religious studies against science and religion scbolarsbip and that be arbitrarily
delimits tbe field in a manner tbat renders it more vulnerable to bis critique.
Misapplication of the Lessons of Religious Studies Scholarship
Religious studies scbolars for decades have argued tbat religion is a problematic category, which is precisely why Gironi's core cbarge against tbe field of
religion and science initially sounds so damning. Introductory religious-studies
textbooks (Sbarpe 1986: 27-46; Pals 1996: 3; Capps 1995: 68) commonly tell tbe
tale of the field's birtb and subsequent development. According to tbe standard account, it all started wben Max Müller proposed tbe "scientific" study
of "religion"—tbat is, wben be argued tbat religion be studied by scbolars
wbo bracket tbeir own religious commitments and employ objective metbods
toward producing universally valid religious knowledge. But in tbeir desire to
erect a religiously neutral and tradition-free approacb to religion, tbe standard
account continues, these scholars failed to see that hidden biases skewed their
results. Tbe promise of studying religion "scientifically" blinded them to tbe
fact tbat they were in important ways and degrees infecting the would-be trutbs
tbey "discovered" with tbeir own biograpbies. The moral tbat introductory
texts draw from tbis coming-of-age tale is tbat tbe term religion does not mark
off a zone of inquiry safe from partisan influences (McCutcbeon 2005:216).
We agree tbat it is a moral well worth drawing. To cbarge religion-andscience scbolars in general of sinning against it, bowever, is to suppose tbat
tbey are repeating mistakes in the same way tbe originators of religious studies
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did. In other words, to apply the moral with force enough to condemn the
very field of religion and science itself as thoroughly muddled, Gironi needs
to show more than merely that some—or even most—religion-and-science
scholars employ the category religion naively He must also show that the category is regularly employed as a confessionally neutral category to do analytic
work across traditions. To point this out is not to endorse any old-school sense
of religion, but merely to clarify the conditions under which science and religion scholarship is vulnerable to his critique.
We think that Gironi should agree with our standard for applying the religion category critique to the field of science and religion. In various places,
Gironi makes clear that his intention is not to attack scholarship that originates
out of confessional traditions, but only pretensions to neutrality and universality. He says "... it is not my intention to attack Christian theology (and theologians) per se, or its interests: my point is precisely that the field I am examining
does not present itself as a simple exercise in theological speculation limited
in scope to the Christian West (although that could be critically examined
as well), but ratber as a field placing in relationship 'religion' and 'science'; a
field aimed at filling in the gaps between 'world religions' and 'science' and at
acbieving a universally valid outcome" (2010:48). His acceptance of this point
also shapes the rhetorical strategy of his paper. Gironi would play the role of
unmasker, analyzing the writings of prominent religion-and-science scholars
in the attempt to reveal the Christian assumptions that lurk hidden under their
surfaces.
Unfortunately, we do not think Gironi's critique is successfiil against religion and science scholarship. The reason for his failure is simply this: thescholars whom Gironi engages are explicit about their location in specific religious
traditions and nowhere claim to be producing confessionally-neutral claims.
Consider tbe three authors that Gironi's discusses in his attempt to illustrate
the problematic use of religion in the field of science and religion. One is John
Polkinghorne, an Anglican priest and theologian whose books include Theology
in the Context of Science (2010), Science and the Trinity (2006), and Faith in the
Living God (2001). Gironi (2010: 52) criticizes Polkinghorne for identifying religion with truth, "in the paradigmatically Christian, monotheistic assumption
of a singularity of logos that... works as a tool for discriminating and excluding
'lesser opinions.' " We grant that Polkinghorne's use of religion is problematic
from a religious studies perspective, but Gironi does not explain wby it is problematic for a Cbristian theologian to operate under Christian assumptions.
Polkinghorne is a Christian theologian, after all, expressly engaged in Christian
theological reflection, and his sense of re%on—including any perennialist
connotations he gives it—is a common position from the perspective of his
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tradition.' We are not saying Polkinghorne's use of the term religion is a good
one—not even for Christians—only that objections to Christian theological
scholarship cannot be sustained merely by exposing their origin in Christian
premises. To make a persuasive case, Gironi must engage Polkinghorne's work
morefiilly,offering criticisms based on errors and misconceptions that appear
there, rather than rejecting it outright because it is based on assumptions that
differ from Gironi's own.
Gironi also considers Alister McGrath, who, like Polkinghorne is an Anglican
priest and author of numerous theological works. Despite allowing that
McGrath is better than Polkinghorne at respecting the integrity of traditions
other than his own, Gironi (2010: 53) considers just one of McGrath's books
(1998)—7yze Foundations of Dialogue in Science and Religion—and singles out
the title as its most troubling aspect. But to sustain the claims Gironi makes
against the field of science and religion requires more than the analysis of
book titles—especially in a competitive publishing market.^ The proper question is whether the contents of McGrath's volume are problematic, and Gironi
makes no effort to show that they are. McGrath's introductory chapter clearly
informs the reader that the book is focused entirely on the Christian tradition,
which, he says, is "the only religion upon which I feel competent to comment"
(1998: 31)- Gironi is simply wrong to suggest that McGrath is an example of a
science-and-religion scholar who uses religion naively.
The author Gironi spends most time on is Ian Barbour, and we have saved
him until last because, according to Gironi, "most prescriptive works start with
and elaborates on Barbour's models" (2010: 47). So does Barbour lead readers
to believe that religion is a tradition-neutral, universally applicable category?

For example, consider the perennialist themes in following statement (Pope Paul VI1965)
from the Nostra Aetate declaration ratified by the Second Vatican Council of the Roman
Catholic Church: "From ancient times down to the present, there is found among various
peoples a certain perception of that hidden power which hovers over the course of things
and over the events of human history; at times some indeed have come to the recognition of
a Supreme Being, or even of a Father. This perception and recognition penetrates their lives
with a profound religious sense. Likewise, other religions found everywhere try to counter
the restlessness of the human heart, each in its own manner, by proposing 'ways,' comprising teachings, rules of life, and sacred rites. The Catholic Church rejects nothing that is true
and holy in these religions. She regards with sincere reverence those ways of conduct and of
life, those precepts and teachings which, though differing in many aspects f^om the ones she
holds and sets forth, nonetheless often reflect a ray of that Truth which enlightens all men."
Even the historian John Hedley Brooke—whom Gironi cites approvingly for his anti-essentialist approach—argues his position in a book entitled Science andRetigion: Some Historical
Perspectives (1991).
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The evidence is mixed. On one hand, Barbour does often speak of "religion"
witbout discussion as if its meaning is clear and applies across traditions. So
he is clearly guilty as cbarged to some degree. But on tbe otber hand, Barbour,
like McGrath and Polkingborne, is very clear about speaking from witbin the
Christian tradition. Gironi (2010: 50) even quotes him (Barbour 1990: 90) as
follows: "If I take a confessional stance, I can only witness to wbat bas happened in my life and in that of the Christian community; my main task is to
respond to tbe deepest insights of my own heritage." Barbour devotes considerable attention to Christian theology in his books, discussing interpretations of
Genesis, tbeories of divine action in the world, Christological theories, and tbe
like. Perhaps most significantly, Barbour writes that he is "skeptical of efforts
to find an essential core in all religions or to establish a new world religion,"
on grounds tbat sucb "forms of integration would deny the rich diversity both
within and between religious traditions" (2002:358). It seems best, then, to see
Barbour as a Cbristian theologian: one who values interreligious dialogue and
at times draws conclusions tbat are too broad, but who recognizes more of tbe
complexity involved in tbe study of religion than Gironi gives him credit for
recognizing.
In summary, we respond to Gironi's claim about Cbristian bias in tbe field
of religion and science by pointing out that tbe authors be bas chosen to sift
for evidence are Cbristian theologians. And we cannot see bow Gironi can pronounce tradition-specific interpretations of religion off-limits without taking
up a position outside and above those traditions—an ostensibly neutral position that Gironi himself vigorously denies others.
Arbitrarily Delimits the Field of Science and Religion
If categories cannot be employed innocently, tben the same holds true for disciplinary boundaries, for who is deemed "in" a field will depend on one's classification interests. In this section, we examine the way Gironi defines the field
of science and religion. We tbink Gironi's description of tbe field of religion
and science is artificially narrow, making it seem more vulnerable to bis criticisms tban it actually is.
Gironi defines an academic field as, "a group of scbolars in direct communication witb each other over a specific theme" (2010:39). If construed narrowly,
this definition leads one to portray any field in monolithic terms. This is exactly
wbat Gironi does, suggesting tbat most work in tbe field of science and religion
begins witb and is centered upon the work of Ian Barbour (2010: 47)- Gironi
says, "The figure of Barbour bimself bas... become almost synonymous witb
tbe 'science and religion' field" (2010: 40). Barbour's infiuence is said to come
from bis integrating of theology, philosophy, and science into a single frame-
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work and his classification scheme for possible interactions between science
and religion.
Barbour's work can be made to appear foundational and central only if tbe
field is a smallish group with well-defined boundaries. But Gironi cites very
little evidence to support his narrow specification for the field, and what
he does cite is drawn from a doubtful source. Gironi quotes the Ian Barbour
Professor of Theology and Science from a festschrift to Barbour—bardly a neutral observer—wbo says that Barbour is "universally acclaimed as tbe pioneer
of science and religion in tbe twentietb century" (Gironi 2010:41 citing Russell
2004: xii). Gironi does not give tbe reader any other evidence, either through
another reference or through examination of the literature, to support his
claim to Barbour's significance and scbolarly influence.
We do not deny that Barbour is a significant contemporary figure in science and religion scbolarship, thanks especially to bis popular undergraduate
textbook. However, we do deny tbat most prescriptive work builds upon, or
is even much related to, Barbour's models. Moreover, we tbink it is wrong to
suggest tbat scholarly conversation on science-and-religion topics originated
in the 1960's with Barbour's book on tbe subject. Dialogue expressly about
"religion and science" has been a prominent feature in Anglo-American scholarly debate at least since Darwin. As Gironi (2010:43) himself notes, historians
of science often point to two works published in late nineteenth century as
central for shaping discussion on the topic in the United States in the twentieth century: History of the Conflict Between Religion and Science (1874) by
Jobn William Draper, and A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in
Christendom (1896) by Andrew Dickson Wbite. Given tbe large number of topics and writings tbat are grouped under tbe label "religion and science," it is
almost impossible to critique the whole on the basis of a few examples.
The overall point of this section is that Gironi identifies but one stream of
the field (i.e., that which considers the relation of Christian theology to the
natural sciences) and ignores the others, with the possible motive of lending a
greater appearance of strength to his criticisms than they are due. We believe
Gironi bas much more work to do if he would warrant his claim that the field of
religion and science as a whole suffers from the problems he identifies.
Neglects Evolutionary Theories of Religion
Finally, we want to point out that Gironi has failed to notice an important
stream of science-and-religion literature that is relevant to his critique. Gironi
(2010: 64) says that, "the real weakness of the 'science and religion' debate as
a wbole is to be found in the lack of philosophical reflection around the question ... of what it means to be human." His thought seems to be that religion
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and science scbolars migbt have some bope of legitimating tbeir universalistic
prétentions if tbey bad a defensible tbeory of buman nature. Witbout sucb a
tbeory, bowever, tbe universalist language too often employed in tbe field can
hardly be seen as more tban etbnocentric prétention (Gironi 2010:64).
On tbis point, tbe problem of Gironi's narrow conception of a field of science and religion again is sbown, for reflections on wbat it means to be buman
is perbaps tbe most active area of debate in tbe books and journals associated witb tbe field. It is bard to read science-and-religion literature witbout
encountering articles about bow buman nature sbould be conceived in ligbt of
evolutionary tbeory. Tbis mirrors trends in tbe scientific study of religion more
generally, wbicb has dramatically increased in recent decades: from a couple
of hundred academic articles published on tbe subject in 1990, to almost nine
tbousand in 2010 (Wildman 2011: 1). Wbile tbese tbinkers bave varied opinions about tbe value and legitimacy of religious belief, a common assumption
among tbem is tbeir appeal to empirical evidence supporting tbe bypotbesis
that religion is a cultural universal. Because many scbolars wbo identify with
tbe field of science and religion look to the sciences as a way to retain wbat is
true and reject wbat is false in scbolarly tbinking about buman nature, they
assume and build upon tbese scientific models and explanations of buman
religious behavior.
Had Gironi engaged tbe science and religion literature on this point, be
would bave been confronted witb an interesting cboice. Gironi called (2010:
64) for a "non-confessional, pbilosopbical consideration of wbat tbe crucial
category of 'humanity' is in fact taken to mean." Do evolutionary tbeories
of buman nature provide wbat be is seeking? Or, baving rejected twentietb
century tbeories of religion as products of Western ideology, is be prepared
to offer a similar analysis witb respect to evolutionary tbeories of religion?
Religious studies scbolars (Taves 2009; McCutcbeon 2010) differ, of course, on
bow to answer tbese questions, and tbe present paper is no place to evaluate evolutionary theories of religion. Wbat is relevant bere is tbat tbe work of
science and religion scbolars on evolution and religion is directly relevant to
tbe concerns and criticisms in Gironi's essay. Tbe simple conclusion we draw
from Gironi's neglect of evolutionary tbeories of religion is tbat Gironi does
not know tbe field well enougb to offer persuasive criticisms of it.

Ill

For a Field of Science and Religion

We bave presented three reasons as to wby we find Gironi's analysis of tbe
field of science and religion to be unpersuasive. Even ff correct, of course, our
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analysis does not show that such a field is legitimate or beneficial. Towards that
end, we wish to use Gironi's paper as an opportunity to briefly sketch possible
answers to the question: Why a field of science and religion? Even if we grant
that the categories religion and science are hopelessfy partisan, might there still
be reasons to continue to develop a field of science and religion?^ We argue
that there are good reasons for the establisbment of a field of science and religion even if the categories themselves lack universal validity.
Gironi (2010:65) writes as if the problem of biased categories ruins the very
field of religion and science. But this problem is no greater for religion and
science scbolars tban it is for otber fields, bistory of science, for example. In
which case it might also have a common solution. In other words, if there is
value in a field of history of science despite the problematic nature of the category sc/ence, as Gironi himself thinks, then there might be some value in having a field of religion and science despite the problematic nature of religion
and science. Toward seeing what is left, we might ask what such categories are
good for even if not fine-grained analysis.
The beginning of a belpfiil answer seems to be that vague categories are
good for orientation: they facilitate orderfy movement through the academy by
acting as simple signposts for interdisciplinary travelers and students looking
for academic homes. They are able to play this orienting role just because they
are familiar and have indefinite but vaguely determinable contents. Religion
and science, in first instance, marks the go-to place for those who want to know
how something called "religion" might relate to something called "science,"
a common topic of conversation in the wider culture.
But nothing necessarily follows about wbat sucb persons would learn
having followed the signs. For illustration, consider the case of "Ruby."
Wondering bow Buddhism fares against the natural sciences. Ruby searches
the "religion and science" shelf at her local bookstore. Donald Lopez's (2008)
Buddhism and Science catches her eye, so she buys it. Ruby learns upon reading tbat "Buddhism" is arguably a Western construct, tbat both Buddhism and
science have meant different things to different people at different times, and
that these different meanings have played important roles in the assertions
of some that Buddhism anticipates modern science, of others that it conflicts
with science, and of still others that the two have little to do with each other.
In other words, she learns some of the very things that Gironi is concerned to
teach us. Ruby is helped to think critically about such problematic categories
3 We here are using tbe wordfieldin the same way Gironi has—defined as "a group of scholars
in direct communication witb eacb otber over a specific theme"—wbile also tbat recognizing that mostfieldsare more disjointed and porous than be allows for in his critique.
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as religion, science. Buddhism, and the like, thanks to Lopez's strong contribution to religion and science scholarship.
Of course, Gironi is right to think that most of the books on that bookstore
shelf are likely to reflect partisan viewpoints that are simply untenable from
the perspective of most religious studies scholars. Those in the Buddhist tradition might advocate that modern physics supports the idea of no self, which
will thereby aid in our liberation from tbe unavoidable suffering of this chaotic
world. Some Christians, on the other hand, will use the same data to support
the idea of a historical unfolding of the universal Logos. Nevertheless, far from
rejecting science and religion scholarship because of the bad or perspectival
material lining that shelf, we think that more engagement from a religious
studies perspective is needed just because of that shelf. Because we see no
reason why religion and science debates will abate in Western culture, we
hope that religious studies scholars will bring their disciplinary expertise to
bear upon them, rather than scoffing at their lack of sophistication from the
sidelines. Since religious scholars are trained to be "relentlessly self-conscious"
(Gironi 2010: 65 citing Smith 1982: xi), they have a good deal of methodological advice to offer other disciplines that encroach on similar territory and we
see no reason to deny it to those who would work on topics in the area of science and religion. After all, the perilous nature of theorizing about religion is
the most significant and stable contribution of religious studies scholarship to
other areas of scholarly inquiry.
In conclusion, we do share Gironi's larger concerns. We often find the interreligious ignorance exhibited by scholars who work in the field of science and
religion troublesome, and agree that uncritical reflection on categories does
render some scholarship vulnerable to critique. Scholars who identify with the
subject of science and religion could benefit from a more critical examination
of the key concepts and assumptions that they employ. But even if the terms
science and religion do not refer to something universally valid or philosophically useful, we continue to argue for a field of science and religion as the best
means by wbich such lessons can be widely disseminated.

IV

Summary

The overall conclusion of this paper is simply that Gironi has said nothing that
should cast doubt upon the work, on the whole, done by scholars who identify
with the field of science and religion. We have argued that Gironi creates the
impression of larger problems than really exist for the field in two ways: first,
by misapplying tbe lessons of religious studies scbolarship against the field
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of science and religion (e.g., bis treatment of Polkinghorne); second, by construing the field too narrowly. In tbe last part of the paper, we argued that the
categories that name our field are useful even if they lack any universally valid
meaning.
Nevertheless, we agree witb Gironi that tbe category religion is too often
employed in unreflective ways witbin the field and tbat its debates could use
more bistorical and methodological sophistication. We thus thank Gironi for
his critical scrutiny of religion and science scholarship and invite the same
fi-om otber religious studies scholars.
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